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Answer any Three questions. All questions carry equal marks.

1.

“The threshold argument is – how for misinformation is considered to be a misdemeanor
in the light of information being a right of citizens as envisaged under Article 19(1)(a) of
Indian Constitution”. Answer the following questions that arise eventually out of this
statement: (i) Whether freedom of information also means freedom against disclosure?
(ii) Whether information is classified as private and public what are the parameters to
shield? (iii) Who all are the responsible stakeholders for information, dissemination,
holding and also controller against disclosure?

2.

“The press has a preferred position in our constitutional scheme, not to enable it to make
money, not to set newsmen apart as a favoured class, but to bring fulfillment to the
public’s right to know.” – Douglas J. Critically comment on the observation in the light
of case studies or case laws in India.

3.

“The distinction between the autonomy principle and the public debate principle is,
moreover, crucial for explaining why the state has a role to play in furthering free speech
values.” Explain the autonomy and public debate concept in the light of state
interventions envisaged under the Indian legal framework.

4.

‘Press Council is a mechanism for the Press to regulate itself’. Critics says it is a barking
dog that cannot bite. Appraise the powers, functions and salient features of the Press
Council with specific reference to its efficacy and shortcoming(s), if any.

5.

Discuss the nexus between freedom of expression, privacy and defamation, particularly
against the backdrop of the unprecedented social media should be regulated? Justify your
answer with substantive recommendations in this regard.
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1.

Despite a few judicial acknowledgments the “battered women syndrome” is yet to get
statutory recognition in India. Why? Suggest amendments to the Criminal Law Reforms
Committee (2020) with the strengths and weaknesses of your proposal.

2.

What is the meaning of the term “having regard to all the other circumstances of the
case” under section 113A of IPC? In context of section 306 of IPC, if there are two
interpretations possible, will you follow classical construction of penal law (give benefit
to the accused) or will you go for purposive interpretation of the law (protection of
victims)? Give reasons with decided cases, if any.

3.

The Victorian Royal Commission in Australia has found that Dowry “was a particular
concern in Indian, Pakistani, Sri Lankan, and increasingly in Middle Eastern
Communities.” Despite having Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961 and penal laws (498A,
304B) in India the conviction rate is far from satisfactory. Certain cases of the Supreme
court establish outrageous delays, casual approach of a few High courts and the problem
of inconsistent interpretation. Discuss.

4.

Registration of FIR and primary medical aid to victims has become a great challenge in
the cases of crime against women. To address this, the Parliament has made
modifications in criminal laws especially section 166A and 166B of IPC. The
government claims that the cases of crime against women can be registered online. Cyber
crime against women has also been addressed. Nirbhaya fund has also been set up.
Examine the merits and shortcomings of these measures taken to address the menace.

5.

Critically examine the case “In Re Assessment of The Criminal Justice System In
Response To Sexual Offences (2019).
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Answer Any THREE Questions. Each question carries equal marks.

1. What are Environmental Crimes? Narrate the legal efforts to prevent them
in India.
2. Analyze the role of Indian Judiciary in the development of environmental
jurisprudence. Also examine the doctrines propounded by Indian Judiciary.
3. Critically examine the Role of Environment Impact Assessment’ (EIA) in
reconciling the conflict between Environment and Development.
4. Briefly discuss the salient features of Environmental Protection Act, 1986
with the help of cases laws. Also examine the historical background of EP
Act.
5. Critically examine the role of ‘Precautionary Principle’ in the development
of Environmental cases. Analyze it in the context of Indian Environmental
Jurisprudence.
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS AND PUBLIC POLICY
Attempt any three questions. All questions carry equal marks.
Q1. Discuss the effectiveness of different exception and limitations available in Indian
Copyright law for education.
Q2. What are Traditional knowledge (TK), Traditional Cultural Expressions (TCE) and
Folklore (FL)? How are they protected in different International instruments and
existing IP framework in India? What policy and legal options are available regarding
TK and FL? Discuss briefly.
Q3. Discuss the Food Security challenges in India. Explain the role of Food Policy &
Technology in achieving food security.
Q4. Comment upon the flexibility framework under TRIPS Agreement and Indian Patent Act,
1970(as amended in 2005) in the context of public policy and health.
Q5. Write short notes on any TWO of the following:
(a) Public Interest in Indian Trademark Law
(b) ABS Mechanism in India
(c) Marrakesh Treaty
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Answer any Three questions. All questions carry equal marks.
1.

The traditional concept of justice is intertwined with territorial boundary of a
Sovereign State. Do you think that this statement has any relevance in
contemporary world? Explain.

2.

Thomas Pogge, Charles Beitz and others took the support of John Rawls A
Theory of Justice to build the argument in favour of Cosmopolitanism and argued
in relation to global justice. However, John Rawls rejected the idea of global
justice because he believed that the Justice is confined to a sovereign state. In
light of this fact do you agree with the cosmopolitans? Discuss in details.

3.

Thomas Pogge emphasizes that the obligation of justice is applicable to the world
stage because we share global basic structure. Write in detail with valid
arguments justifying Thomas Pogge’s point of view regarding global basic
structure.

4.

Transitional justice is described as a medium to address past human rights
violations in order to begin the process of rebuilding of nations. Discuss in detail
the positive and negative sides of the Transitional justice.

5.

Article 1(3) of the UN Charter states that , “to achieve international co-operation
in solving problems of an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian
character….” Do you think that the present health crisis due to Covid 19 could be
resolved effectively if nation states adhered to abovementioned purposes of the
Charter? Explain.
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1. Examine the concept of research. Critically evaluate the recent trends in legal research.

Formulate one Research Design based on the current Pandemic situation.
2. Explain advantages and disadvantages of a questionnaire. With suitable examples show how
you would formulate a questionnaire.
3. Discuss ‘Report Writing’ in research. Select a current legal problem of your choice and write
a report by briefly outlining the various stages involved by providing illustrations and specific
examples suitable to address the problem.
4. Explain the role of ‘Hypothesis’ in scientific research. How are concepts relevant in the
formulation of a hypothesis?
5. Discuss the role of legal research in law reform and law making. Justify with examples. Do
you think that Legal Reforms Committees and Commissions play a satisfactory role in present
law reform.
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1. Evaluate the role of ‘Privileged Class Deviance’ in the emergence of Socio Economic
Crimes? Also examine the various theories on “PCD”.
2. Critically examine the origin and nature of ‘White Collar Crimes’. Also examine the
criticisms of the E.H. Sutherland’s theory of White Collar Crimes.
3. Examine how Socio Economic Crimes developed in India and in other countries. Also
examine the application of Mens Rea in the development of Socio Economic Crimes.
4. Examine the salient features of Food Safety and Standard Authority of India Act, 2006 in
comparison with Prevention of Food Adulteration Act, 1954.
5. What are the Offences and Penalties under the Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988?
Examine with the help of relevant case laws.
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